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WHAT IS PREZI? 

Prezi is an online, flash-based  presentation 
creator and storytelling tool.  

This cloud based software allows its users to 
zoom in and out of their presentations.  

Prezi  provides the same functionalities as other 
presentation programs such as Power Point or 
Apple Keynote. 



PREZI vs. POWERPOINT 
  

   PREZI  POWER POINT 

Navigation  Non-linear Linear 

Layout Map Slide stack 

View change Zoom/pan Reveal 

Based Web Computer 

Printing Basic Advanced 

Sources: www.prezi.com, https://www.udemy.com/blog/prezi-vs-powerpoint/ 
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HOW DOES PREZI WORK? 
Prezi offers a variety of tools to make your presentation more 
interesting than a regular Power Point presentation: 

 PAN AND ZOOM : with panning and zooming navigation you can 
get a more cinematic view than with a two-dimensional 
presentation software.  

 THE PREZI ZEBRA (blue circle): this is an object manipulation icon 
for resizing, rotating or editing an object. 

 FRAME: this tool lets you present all your objects together, as one 
slide. 

 PATH:  connect your presentation objects with eachother. 

THE PREZI CANVAS: an open space where you can place and 
navigate between content such as text, images and videos. 

 
Source: http://fr.slideshare.net/maryamy18/prezi-12966660  
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HOW DO YOU GET STARTED? 
 
Go to www.prezi.com  
   and click on « Get started ».  
 
Create an account and then log in 

with your personal username and 
password. 
 

Choose between presentation 
templates that already exist (see the 
previous page for an example) or 
create your own presentation  from 
scratch! 



READY TO GO! 
 Time to get creative! Here’s a link for the official Prezi YouTube 

channel with plenty of tutorials to help you get started. 
 

Two good examples for inspiration: 
 

1. A Prezi on active citizen participation: http://prezi.com/yr4ofawtpvic/active-
citizen-participation/ 

 

2. A Prezi on the Erasmus+ programme: http://prezi.com/7udoyltt1jkv/erasmus/#  
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